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Abstract. In this paper, we are interested in the analysis of sequential
data and we propose an original framework based on Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA). For that, we introduce sequential pattern structures,
an original specification of pattern structures for dealing with sequential
data. Pattern structures are used in FCA for dealing with complex data
such as intervals or graphs. Here they are adapted to sequences. For that,
we introduce a subsumption operation for sequence comparison, based on
subsequence matching. Then, a projection, i.e. a kind of data reduction
of sequential pattern structures, is suggested in order to increase the
efficiency of the approach. Finally, we discuss an application to a dataset
including patient trajectories (the motivation of this work), which is a
sequential dataset and can be processed with the introduced framework.
This research work provides a new and efficient extension of FCA to
deal with complex (not binary) data, which can be an alternative to the
analysis of sequential datasets.
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Introduction
Sequence data is largely present and used in many applications. Consequently,
mining sequential patterns from sequence data has become an important and
crucial data mining task. In the last two decades, the main emphasis has been on
developing efficient mining algorithms and effective pattern representations [1–5].
However, the problem with traditional sequential pattern mining algorithms (and
generally with all pattern enumeration algorithms) is that they generate a large
number of frequent sequences while few of them are truly relevant. Moreover, in
some particular cases, only sequential patterns of a certain type are of interest
and should be mined first. Are we able to develop a framework for taking into
account only patterns of required types? In addition, another drawback for these
pattern enumeration algorithms is that they depend on a user selected support
threshold, which is usually hard to be properly set by non-experts. How can one
avoid the setting of support threshold while having optimal pattern analysis?
The above questions can be answered by addressing the problem of analyzing
sequential data with the formal concept analysis framework (FCA), an elegant
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mathematical approach to data analysis [6], and pattern structures, an extension
of FCA that handles complex data [7]. We explain the usage of projections which
are mathematical functions respecting certain properties and allow to reduce
the computational costs by reducing the volume of resulting patterns. Such a
reduction helps an expert to interpret the extracted sequential patterns and
reduces the famous “pattern flooding”.
In this paper, we develop a novel and efficient approach for working with
sequential pattern structures in FCA. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 1 introduces main definitions of FCA and pattern structures.
The next section defines sequential pattern structures. Then, before concluding
the results are presented and discussed in Section 3.

1

FCA and Pattern Structures

FCA [6] is a mathematical formalism having many applications in data analysis.
Pattern structures is a generalization of FCA for dealing with complex structures, such as sequences or graphs [7]. As it is a generalization it is enough to
introduce only pattern structures.
Definition 1. A pattern structure is a triple (G, (D, u), δ), where G is a set of
objects, (D, u) is a complete meet-semilattice of descriptions and δ : G → D
maps an object to a description.
The lattice operation in the semilattice (u) corresponds to the similarity
between two descriptions d1 and d2 , i.e. the description which is common between
d1 and d2 . Standard FCA can be presented in terms of pattern structures in the
following way. The set of objects G remains, while the semilattice of descriptions
is (℘(M ), ∩), where ℘(M ) is a powerset of M , and, thus, a description is a set
of attributes, and the similarity operation corresponding to the set intersection,
i.e. the similarity is the set of shared attributes. If x = {a, b, c} and y = {a, c, d}
then x u y = x ∩ y = {a, c}. The mapping δ : G → ℘(M ) is given by, δ(g) =
{m ∈ M | (g, m) ∈ I}, returning the describing set of attributes.
The Galois connection for a pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ) between the set
of objects and the semilattice of descriptions is defined as follows:
A :=

l

δ(g),

for A ⊆ G

d := {g ∈ G | d v δ(g)},

for d ∈ D

g∈A

Given a set of objects A, A returns the description which is common to all
objects in A. And given a description d, d is the set of all objects whose description subsumes d. The partial order on D (v) is defined w.r.t. the similarity
operation u: c v d ⇔ c u d = c, and c is subsumed by d.
Definition 2. A pattern concept of a pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ) is a pair
(A, d) where A ⊆ G and d ∈ D such that A = d and d = A, A is called the
pattern extent and d is called the pattern intent.
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As in the standard case of FCA, a pattern concept corresponds to the maximal set of objects A whose description subsumes the description d, while there
is no e ∈ D, subsuming d, i.e. d v e, describing every object in A. The set of all
concepts can be partially ordered w.r.t. partial order on extents (dually, intent
patterns, i.e v), within a concept lattice.
It is wroth mentioning, that the size of the concept lattice can be exponential
w.r.t. to the number of objects, and, thus, we need a special ranking method to
select the most interesting concepts for further analysis. Several such techniques
are considered in [8], where it is shown that stability index [9] is more reliable
in noisy data. Thus, we decided to use this index in the current work.
An example of pattern structures is given by Table 1a and described in the
next sections, the corresponding lattice is depicted in Figure 1a.

2
2.1

Sequential Pattern Structures
An Example of Sequential Data
Patient
p1
p2
p3

ss1
ss2
ss3
ss4

Trajectory
h{a} ; {c, d} ; {b, a} ; {d}i
h{c, d} ; {b, d} ; {a, d}i
h{c, d} ; {b} ; {a} ; {a, d}i

(a) Sequential dataset.

Subsequences
Subsequences
h{c, d} ; {b} ; {d}i ss5 h{a} ; {d}i
h{d} ; {a}i
ss6
h{a, d}i
h{c, d} ; {b}i
ss7
h{a}i
h{c, d} ; {b} ; {a}i

(b) Some common subsequences.

Table 1: A toy sequential dataset of patient medical trajectories.
A medical trajectory of a patient is a sequence of hospitalizations, where every
hospitalization is described by a set of medical procedures the patient underwent.
An example of medical trajectories for three patients is given in Table 1a. Patient
p1 had four hospitalizations and during the second hospitalization he underwent
procedures c and d. Patients may have a different number of hospitalizations.
Hereafter we use the following notation, different sequences are enumerated in
superscript (p1 ), while elements of a sequence are enumerated in the subscript
(p12 = {c, d}). One important task is to find the characteristic subsequences of
hospitalizations for patients to optimize hospitalization processes. For example,
we can find a strange sequence and, thus, motivate the deeper analysis of the
problems behind or we can find typical sequences that allow us to estimate the
treatment costs for a patient.
2.2

Partial Order on “Complex” Sequences

A sequence is constituted of elements from an alphabet. The classical subsequence matching task requires no special properties of the alphabet. Several
generalization of the classical case were made by introducing subsequence relation based on itemset alphabet [10] or on multidimensional and multilevel
alphabet [11]. Here, we generalize the previous cases, requiring for an alphabet
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(a) Original Lattice.

(b) Projected Lattice.

Fig. 1: The concept lattices for the pattern structure given by Table 1a. Concept
intents refers to sequences in Tables 1a and 1b.
to form a semilattice (E, uE )1 . This generalization allows one to process in a
unified way all types of complex sequential data.
Definition 3. A sequence t = ht1 ; ...; tk i is a subsequence of a sequence s =
hs1 ; ...; sn i, denoted t ≤ s, iff k ≤ n and there exist j1 , ..jk such that 1 ≤ j1 <
j2 < ... < jk ≤ n and for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, ti vE sji .
With complex sequences and such kind of subsequences the calculation procedures can be difficult, thus, to simplify the procedure, only “restricted” subsequences are considered, where only the order of consequent elements is taken
into account, i.e. given a j1 in Definition 3, ji = ji−1 + 1 for all i ∈ {2, 3, ..., k}.
Such a restriction makes sens for our data, because a hospitalization is a discrete
event and it is likely that the next hospitalization has a relation with the previous one, for example, hospitalizations for treating aftereffects of chemotherapy.
Below the word “subsequence” refers to a “restricted” subsequence.
Based on Definition 3 and on the alphabet (℘(P ), ∩), the sequence ss1 in
Table 1b is a subsequence of p1 because if we set ji = i + 1 (Definition 3) then
ss11 v p12 ({c, d} ⊆ {c, d}), ss12 v p13 ({b} ⊆ {b, a}) and ss13 v p14 ({d} ⊆ {d}).
2.3

Meet-semilattice of Sequences

Using the previous definitions, we can precisely define the sequential pattern
structure. For that, we make an analogy with the pattern structures for graphs [12]
where the meet-semilattice operation u respects subgraph isomorphism. Thus,
we introduce a sequential meet-semilattice respecting subsequence relation. Given
an alphabet lattice (E, uE ), D consists of sets of sequences based on E, such
that if d ∈ D contains a sequence s then all subsequences of s should be included
into d, ∀s ∈ d, @s̃ ≤ s : s̃ ∈
/ d. Similarity operation is the set intersection for two
sets of sequences. Given two patterns d1 , d2 ∈ D, the set intersection operation
ensures that if a sequence s belongs to d1 u d2 then any subsequence of s belongs
to d1 ud2 and thus (d1 ud2 ) ∈ D. As the set intersection operation is idempotent,
commutative and associative, (D, u) is a valid semilattice.
1

In this paper we consider two semilattices, the first one is on the characters of the
alphabet, (E, uE ), and the second one is introduced by pattern structures, (D, u).
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However, the set of all possible subsequences can be rather large. Thus, it is
more efficient and representable to keep a pattern d ∈ D as a set of all maximal
˜ d˜ = {s ∈ d | @s∗ ∈ d : s∗ ≥ s} . Below, every pattern is given only
sequences d,



by the set of maximalsequences. For example, p2 u p3 = ss4 , ss6 (see
Tables 1a and 1b), i.e. ss4 , ss6 is theset of maximal
 common
 subsequences between {p2 } and {p3 }, correspondingly ss4 , ss6 u p1 = ss3 , ss7 . Moreover,
representing a pattern by the set of maximal sequences allows for an efficient
implementation of the intersection “u” (see Section 3.1 for more details).
The sequential pattern structure
for the example given by Subsection 2.1

is (G, (D, u), δ), where G = p1 , p2 , p3 , (D, u) is the semilattice of sequential
descriptions, and δ is the mapping associating an object in G to a description in
D shown in Table 1a. Figure 1a shows the resulting lattice of sequential pattern
concepts for this particular pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ).
2.4

Projections of Sequential Pattern Structures

Pattern structures can be hard to process due to the usually large number of
concepts in the concept lattice and the complexity of the involved descriptions
and the similarity operation. Moreover, a given pattern structure can produce
a lattice with a lot of patterns which are not interesting for an expert. Can we
save computational time by deleting some unnecessary patterns? Projections of
pattern structures “simplify” to some degree the computation and allow one
to work with a reduced description. In fact, projections can be considered as
constraints (or filters) on patterns respecting certain mathematical properties.
These mathematical properties guarantee that the projection of a lattice is a
lattice where projected concepts have certain correspondence to original ones.
We introduce projections on sequential patterns, adapting them from [7].
A projection ψ : D → D is an operator, which is monotone (x v y ⇒
ψ(x) v ψ(y)), contractive (ψ(x) v x) and idempotent (ψ(ψ(x)) = ψ(x)). A
projection preserves the semilattice operation u as follows. Under a projection
ψ, the pattern structure (G, (D, u), δ) becomes the projected pattern structure
ψ((G, (D, u), δ)) = (G, (Dψ , uψ ), ψ ◦ δ), where Dψ = ψ(D) = {d ∈ D | ∃d∗ ∈
D : ψ(d∗ ) = d} and ∀x, y ∈ D, x uψ y := ψ(x u y). The concepts of a projected
pattern structure have a “similar” concept in the initial pattern structure [7].
One possible projection for sequential pattern structures comes from the
following observation. In many cases it can be more interesting to analyze quite
long common subsequences rather than small ones. For example, if we prefer
common subsequences of length > 2, then between p1 and p2 in Table 1a there
is only one maximal common subsequence, ss1 in Table 1b, while ss2 in Table 1b
is too short to be considered as a common subsequence. Such kind of projections
we call Minimal Length Projection (MLP) and depends on the parameter l,
the minimal allowed length of the sequences in a pattern. The projected pattern
concept lattice for MLP ≥ 3 is shown in Figure 1b. In the experimentation section
we compare MLP projections with different value of the parameter. Projections
are very useful, as they reduce the computational costs in a meaningful manner.
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3

Sequential Pattern Structure Evaluation

3.1

Implementation

Nearly all state-of-the-art FCA algorithms can be adapted to process pattern
structures. We adapted AddIntent algorithm [13], as the lattice structure is important for us to calculate stability (see the algorithm for calculating stability
in [14]). To compute the semilattice operation (u, v) between two sets of sequences S = {s1 , ...sn } and T = {t1 , ..., tm }, S u T is calculated according to
Section 2.3, i.e. maximal sequences among all maximal common subsequences
for any pair of si and tj . To find all common subsequences of two sequences,
the following observations is useful. If ss = hss1 ; ...; ssl i is a subsequence of
s = hs1 ; ...; sn i with jis = k s +i (Definition 3: k s is the index difference from which
ss is a subsequence of s) and a subsequence of t = ht1 ; ...; tm i with jit = k t + i
(likewise), then for any index i ∈ {1, 2, ..., l}, ssi vE (sjis u tjit ). Thus, to find
maximal common subsequences between s and t, we, first, align s and t in all
possible ways, and then we compute the resulting intersections and keep only
the maximal ones. Let us consider two possible alignments of s1 and s2 :
s1 = h{a} ; {c, d} ; {b, a}; {d} i
s2 =
h {c, d};{b, d} ; {a, d}i
ssl =
h ∅ ; {d} i

s1 = h{a} ; {c, d};{b, a}; {d} i
s2 =
h {c, d};{b, d};{a, d} i
ssr =
h {c, d}; {b} ; {d} i

The left intersection ssl is smaller than ssr and, thus, is not kept.
3.2

Experiments and Discussion

The experiments are carried out on an “Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @
3.40GHz” computer with 8Gb of memory under the Ubuntu 12.04 operating
system. The algorithms are not parallelized and are coded in C++.
First, the public available dataset from UCI repository on anonymous web
data is used as a benchmark data set for scalability tests. This dataset contains
around 106 transactions, and each transaction is a sequence based on “simple”
alphabet, i.e. with no order on the elements. The overall time changes from
37279 seconds for the sequences of length M LP ≥ 5 upto 97042 seconds for the
sequences of length M LP ≥ 3. For more details see the web-page.2
Our use-case data set comes from a French healthcare system [15]. In the
experiment, 1000 patients are analyzed. The dataset describes a patient as a
sequence of hospitalizations without any timestamps. A hospitalization for a
patient is a tuple with the hospital name, the cause for the hospitalization and
the set of procedures the patient underwent. All the field of a hospitalization are
joined into one single set, which describes one element of a sequence.
Table 2 shows the final times and the lattice sizes for different projections.
The calculation time with projections changes from 3120 to 4510 seconds depending on the projection parameter. The lattice sizes for the different projections
2

http://www.loria.fr/~abuzmako/FCA4AI2013/experiment-uci.html
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Projection
No
l=2 l=3 l=4 l=5 l=6
Time(s) > 1.4 ∗ 105 4510 3878 3722 3435 3120
Lattice > 2.8 ∗ 106 554332 271166 189353 137912 100492

Table 2: The processing time and the lattice size for the PMT dataset.
Intent
Extent
c1
h{DChemotherapy } ∗ 8i
284 (28%)
c2 h{DDevice Adj. , PArtery Catheter } ; {DChemotherapy } ∗ 12i 74 (7%)
c3
h{PChest Radiography } ∗ 2i
189 (19%)

Table 3: Some interesting concepts of the PMT database
changes from 105 to 5 · 105 . Notice that the ratio for the lattice size is of 5 while
the ratio for computation time is 1.5. Deletion of short sequences can dramatically change the lattice size, since the shorter a sequence is, the more probable it
is a subsequence of a patient trajectory, but the computation of the semilattice
operation is easily processed with shorter sequences. The calculation without
projection takes a lot of time with relatively small lattice size (40 times more for
the runtime and 6 times more for the lattice size w.r.t the projection l = 2). The
reason for that is memory swapping to the hard disk. Thus, the best projection
for that dataset is l = 2 as its computation time is reasonable and it preserves
the most of the information among the other projections.
Table 3 shows some interesting concept intents and the sizes of the corresponding extents. The concept are selected among the most stable ones [9]. The
concept c1 corresponds to 28% of the patients having at least 8 consequent hospitalizations because of chemotherapy. Now we can estimate the minimal cost of
the overall procedures for a patient (we know the price of chemotherapy and we
know the expected number of procedures). Concept c2 covers 7% of the patients,
and its intent is more interesting: 12 hospitalizations for chemotherapy following the hospitalization for adjustment of a chemotherapy device and an artery
catheter installation. Both concepts c1 and c2 can be found within any of the
considered projections (with l ∈ {2, 3, .., 6}), while the concept c3 can be found
only within the most specific projection (l = 2). The concept c3 covers 19% of
the patients and describes patients with at least two consequent hospitalizations
accompanied with a chest radiography. In this way, we have a kind of control of
the trajectory quality, because we could have an under-examination of a patient
during the first hospitalization.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present an approach for analyzing sequential datasets within
the framework of pattern structures, an extension of FCA dealing with complex
(non binary) data. Using pattern structures leads to the construction of a pattern
concept lattice, which does not require the setting of a support threshold, as
usually needed in sequential pattern mining. Another point worth to be noticed
is that the use of projections gives a lot of flexibility especially for mining and
interpreting special kinds of patterns. The framework is tested on a real-life
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dataset recording patient trajectories in a healthcare system. Interesting patterns
are extracted and then interpreted, showing the feasibility and usefulness of
the approach. For the future work, it is important to more deeply investigate
projections, their potentialities w.r.t. the types of patterns.
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